Self-esteem is the disposition to
experience oneself as competent to cope with the basic challenges of life
and as worthy of happiness.
Confidence in our right to be successful and happy, the feeling of
being worthy, deserving, entitled to assert our needs and wants,
achieve our values, and enjoy the fruits of our efforts.
Self-efficacy is not the conviction that we can never make an error. It is
the conviction that we are able to think, to judge, to know-and to
correct our errors.

Self-efficacy means confidence in the functioning of my mind, in my
ability to think, understand, learn, choose, and make decisions; confidence

Self-efficacy is not the certainty that we will be able to master any and
every challenge that life presents. It is the conviction that we are capable
in principle of learning what we need to learn and that we are committed

in my ability to understand the facts of reality that fall within the
sphere of my interests and needs; self-trust; self-reliance.

to doing our rational and conscientious best to master the tasks and
challenges entailed by our values.
Self-efficacy is deeper than confidence in our specific knowledge and

Two Basic components

skills, based on past successes and accomplishments, although it is
clearly nurtured by them. It is confidence in what made it possible for us
to acquire knowledge and skills and to achieve successes.
Just as self-efficacy entails the expectation of success as natural, so selfrespect
entails the expectation of friendship, love, and happiness as
natural, as a result of who we are and what we do.

Self-respect means assurance of my value; an affirmative attitude toward
my right to live and to be happy; comfort in appropriately asserting

It is the conviction that our life and well-being are

my thoughts, wants, and needs; the feeling that joy and fulfillment are my
natural birthright.

worth acting to support, protect, and nurture; that we are good and
worthwhile and deserving of the respect of others; and that our happiness
and personal fulfillment are important enough to work for.

expresses it itself in a face, manner, and way of talking and
moving that projects the pleasure one takes in being alive
ease in talking of accomplishments or shortcomings
with directness and honesty, since one is in friendly relationship
to facts.
the comfort one experiences in giving and receiving
compliments, expressions of affection, appreciation, and the like.
an openness to criticism and a comfort about
acknowledging mistakes, because one's self-esteem is not tied to an
image of "being perfect."
one's words and movements tend to have a
quality of ease and spontaneity, reflecting the fact that one is not at war
with oneself.
harmony between what one says and does and
how one looks, sounds, and moves.
an attitude of openness to and curiosity about new
ideas, new experiences, new possibilities of life.
the fact that feelings of anxiety or insecurity, if they
appear, will be less likely to intimidate or overwhelm, since accepting them, managing them, and
rising above them rarely feel impossibly
difficult.
Definition

in an ability to enjoy the humorous aspects of life, in
What does self-esteem look like?

oneself and others.
one's flexibility in responding to situations and
challenges, since one trusts one's mind and does not see life as doom or
defeat.
one's comfort with assertive (not belligerent)
behavior in oneself and others.
an ability to preserve a quality of harmony and
dignity under conditions of stress
We see eyes that are alert, bright, and lively
a face that is relaxed and
(barring illness) tends to exhibit natural color and good skin Vibrancy; a
chin that is held naturally and in alignment with one's body; and a
relaxed jaw.
on the purely physical level,

We see shoulders relaxed yet erect; hands that tend to be relaxed and
graceful; arms that tend to hang in an easy, natural way; a posture that
tends to be unstrained, erect, well-balanced; a walk that tends to be
purposeful (without being aggressive and overbearing).
We hear a voice that tends to be modulated with an intensity appropriate
to the situation and with clear pronunciation.

Relaxation
implies that we are not hiding from ourselves and are not at war with who
we are. Chronic tension conveys a message of some form of internal split,
some form of self-avoidance or self-repudiation, some aspect of the self
being disowned or held on a very tight leash.
Focusing versus nonfocusing.
Thinking versus nonthinking.
Awareness versus unawareness.
Clarity versus obscurity or vagueness.
Respect for reality versus avoidance of reality.
Respect for facts versus indifference to facts.
Respect for truth versus rejection of truth.

What self-esteem depends on

Perseverance in the effort to understand versus abandonment of the effort.
Loyalty in action to our professed convictions versus disloyalty-the issue of integrity.
Honesty with self versus dishonesty.
Self-confrontation versus self-avoidance.
Receptivity to new knowledge versus closed-mindedness.
Willingness to see and correct errors versus perseverance in error.
Concern with congruence (consistency) versus disregard of contradictions.
Reason versus irrationalism; respect for logic, consistency, coherence, and evidence versus
disregard or defiance of these.
Loyalty to the responsibility of consciousness versus betrayal of that responsibility.
A mind that is active rather than passive.
An intelligence that takes joy in its own function.
Being "in the moment," without losing the wider context.
Reaching out toward relevant facts rather than withdrawing from them.
Being concerned to distinguish among facts, interpretations, and emotions.
Noticing and confronting my impulses to avoid or deny painful or threatening realities.
Being concerned to know "where I am" relative to my various (personal and professional) goals
and projects, and whether I am succeeding or failing.
Being concerned to know if my actions are in alignment with my purposes.

The Practice of Living
Consciously

Searching for feedback from the environment so as to adjust or correct my course when
necessary.
Persevering in the attempt to understand in spite of difficulties.
Being receptive to new knowledge and willing to reexamine old assumptions.
Being willing to see and correct mistakes.
Seeking always to expand awareness-a commitment to learning therefore, a commitment to
growth as a way of life.
A concern to understand the world around me.
A concern to know not only external reality but also internal reality, the reality of my needs,
feelings, aspirations, and motives, so that I am not a stranger or a mystery to myself.
A concern to be aware of the values that move and guide me, as well as their roots, so that I am
not ruled by values I have irrationally adopted or uncritically accepted from others.
Without self-acceptance, self-esteem is impossible.
The First Level

To be self-accepting is to be on my own side-to be for myself.
Self-acceptance entails our willingness to experience-that is, to make

The Practice of Self-Acceptance

Second Level

real to ourselves, without denial or evasion-that we think what we
think, feel what we feel, desire what we desire, have done what we have
done, and are what we are. It is . the refusal to regard any part of
ourselves-our bodies, our emotions, our thoughts, our actions, our
dreams-as alien, as "not me."

The Third Level

Self-acceptance entails the idea of compassion, of being a friend to
myself.

This requires that I be willing to
take responsibility for my actions and the attainment of my goals. This
means that I take responsibility for my life and well-being.
I am responsible for the achievement of my desires.
I am responsible for my choices and actions.
I am responsible for the level of consciousness I bring to my work.
I am responsible for the level of consciousness I bring to my relationships.
The Practice of Self-Responsibility
Statements
(The Six Pillars)

I am responsible for my behavior with other people-coworkers, associates, customers, spouse,
children, friends.
I am responsible for how I prioritize my time.
I am responsible for the quality of my communications.
I am responsible for my personal happiness.
I am responsible for accepting or choosing the values by which I live.
I am responsible for raising my self-esteem.

Self-assertiveness means the willingness to stand up
for myself, to be who I am openly, to treat myself
with respect in all human encounters.
Note that self-assertiveness should not be confused with mindless
rebelliousness. "Self-assertiveness" without consciousness is not selfassertiveness;
it is drunk-driving.

The Practice of Self-Assertiveness

My life does not belong to others and I am not here on
earth to live up to someone else's expectations.
self-assertion entails the willingness to confront rather than
evade the challenges of life and to strive for mastery.
To live purposefully is, among other things, to live productively, which
is a necessity of making ourselves competent to life. Productivity is the
act of supporting our existence by translating 'our thoughts into reality, of '
setting our goals and working for their achievement, of bringing knowledge,
goods, or services into existence.
To live purposefully and productively requires that we cultivate
The Practice of Living
Purposefully

within ourselves a capacity for self-discipline. Self-discipline is the
ability to organize our behavior over time in the service of specific
tasks.
Taking responsibility for formulating one's goals and purposes consciously.

What living Purposefully Entails

Being concerned to identify the actions necessary to achieve one's goals.
Monitoring behavior to check that it is in alignment with one's goals.
Paying attention to the outcomes of one's actions, to know whether they are leading where .one
wants to go.

Integrity is the integration of ideals, convictions, standards, beliefs and
behavior.
Congruence
1. We must own the fact that it is we who have taken the particular action. We must face and
accept the full reality of what we have done, without disowning or avoidance. We own, we accept,
we take responsibility.
The Practice of Personal

2. We seek to understand why we did what we did. We do this compassionately (as discussed
under the practice of self-acceptance), but without evasive alibiing.

Integrity

five steps are needed to restore one's sense of integrity
when it comes to guilt

3. If others are involved, as they often are, we acknowledge explicitly to the relevant person or
persons the harm we have done. We convey our understanding of the consequences of our
behavior. We acknowledge how they have been affected by us. We convey understanding of their
feelings.
4. We take any and all actions available that might make amends for or minimize the harm we
have done.
5. We firmly commit ourselves to behaving differently in the future .

School & Study

Obedient Student

Responsible Student

Motivated by external factors,

Motivated by internal factors,
such as the need to weigh
choices and experience personal

such as the need to please authority
and win extrinsic approval.

Makes choices.

May lack confidence to function
effectively in absence of authority
figures; lacks initiative; waits

More confident to function effectively

for orders.
Self-esteem is defined externally;
feels worthwhile only
when receiving approval.
Feels "I am my behavior" (and
somebody 'l1se probably made
me this way).
Difficulty seeing connection between
behavior and its consequences.
Difficulty seeing choices and
options; finds it hard to make
decisions.

The Six Pillars Of Self-Esteem
by Nathaniel Branden

consequences.

Follows orders.

in the absence of authority;
takes initiative.
Self-esteem: defined internallyworthwhile with or without
approval (or even with
disapproval).
Knows "I am not my behavior,
although I am responsible for
how I behave."
Better able to see the connection
between behavior and its
consequences.
Better able to see choices and
options and to make decisions.

Feelings of helplessness and

Personal sense of empowerment

teacher dependency are common.

and independence is common.

Operates from an external value
system (usually that of someone
important to him or her, that is,
"significant others") that may
not be personally appropriate
and may even be harmful.
Obeys; may think.

Operates from internal value
system (what is best or safest for
him or her), while being considerate
of the needs and values of
others.
Thinks; may obey.

Lacks confidence in internal signals

Has confidence in internal signals

and in ability to act in own
self-interest.

and in ability to act in own
self-interest.

Has difficulty predicting outcomes
or consequences of actions.

Better able to predict outcomes
or consequences of actions.

Has difficulty understanding or

Better able to . understand and

expressing personal needs.

express personal needs.

Limited ability to get needs met
without hurting self or others.

Limited negotiation skills; orientation
is "You win-I lose."
Compliant.

Better able to take care of own
needs without hurting self or
others.
Better developed negotiation
skills; orientation is "You win-I
win."
Cooperative.

Oriented to avoid punishment,
"keeping teacher off my back."

Commitment to the task, experiencing
outcome of positive
choosing

May experience conflict between

Better able to resolve conflict

internal and external
needs (what I want versus what
teacher wants); may experience

between internal and external
needs (what I want versus what
the teacher wants); less inclined

guilt or rebelliousness.

to guilt or rebelliousness.

May make poor choices to avoid
disapproval or abandonment (to
make my friends like me more).

May make poor choices to
experience personal consequences
and to satisfy curiosity.

An organization whose people operate at a high level of consciousness,
self-acceptance (and acceptance of others), self-responsibility,
self-assertiveness (and respect for the assertiveness of others), purposefulness,
and personal integrity would be an organization of extraordinarily
empowered human beings.
People feel safe: secure that they will not he ridiculed, demeaned, humiliated, or punished for
openness and honesty or for admitting "I made a mistake" or for saying "I don't know, hut I'll find
out."
2. People feel accepted: treated with courtesy, listened to, invited to express thoughts and
feelings, dealt with as individuals whose dignity is important.
3. People feel challenged: given assignments that excite, inspire, and test and stretch their
abilities.
4. People feel recognized: acknowledged for individual talents and achievements and rewarded
monetarily and non monetarily for extraordinary contributions.
5. People receive constructive feedback: they hear how to improve performance in non
demeaning ways that stress positives rather than negatives and that build on their strengths.
6. People see that innovation is expected of them: their opinions are
solicited, their brainstorming is invited, and they see that the development
of new and usable ideas is desired of them and welcomed.
7. People are given easy access to information: not only are they
given the information (and resources) they need to do their job
properly, they are given information about the wider context in
which they work-the goals and progress of the company-so
that they can understand how their activities relate to the organization's
overall mission.
8. People are given authority appropriate to what they are accountable

Traits

for: they are encouraged to take initiative, make decisions,
exercise judgment.
9. People are given clear-cut and noncontradictory rules and guidelines:
they are provided with a structure their intelligence can
grasp and count on and they know what is expected of them.
10. People are encouraged to solve as many of their own problems as
possible: they are expected to resolve issues close to the action
rather than pass responsibility for solutions to higher-ups, and they
are empowered to do so.
11. People see that their rewards for successes are far greater than any
penalties for failures: in too many companies, where the penalties
for mistakes are much greater than the rewards for success, people
are afraid to take risks or express themselves.
12. People are encouraged and rewarded for learning: they are encouraged
to participate in internal and external courses and programs
that will expand their knowledge and skills.
13. People experience congruence between an organization's mission
statement and professed philosophy, on the one hand, and the
behavior of leaders and managers, on the other: they see integrity
exemplified and they feel motivated to match what they see.
14. People experience being treated fairly and justly: they feel the
workplace is a rational universe they can trust.
15. People are able to believe in and take pride in the value of what
they produce: they perceive the result of their efforts as genuinely
useful, they perceive their work as worth doing.
1. Work on your own self-esteem: commit yourself to raising the level
of consciousness, responSibility, and integrity you bring to your
work and your dealings with people-staff, subordinates, associates,
higher-ups, customers, and suppliers.
2. When you talk with your people, be present to the experience:
make eye contact, listen actively, offer appropriate feedback, give
the speaker the experience of being heard.
3. Be empathic: let the speaker know that you understand his or her
feelings as well as statements, which is a way of giving the speaker
an experience of Visibility.
4. Regardless of who you are speaking to, maintain a tone of respect:
do not permit yourself a condescending, superior, sarcastic, or
blaming tone.
5. Keep encounters regarding work task-centered, not ego-centered: never permit a dispute to
deteriorate into a conflict of personalities;
the focus needs to be on reality" What is the situation?" "What
does the work require?" "What needs to be done?"
6. Give your people opportunities to practice self-responsibility: give
them space to take the initiative, volunteer ideas, attempt new
tasks, expand their range.
7. Speak to your people's understanding: give the reasons for rules
and guidelines (when they are not self-evident), explain why you
cannot accommodate certain requests; don't merely hand down
orders from on high.
8. If you make a mistake in your dealings with someone, are unfair or
short-tempered, admit it and apologize: do not imagine (like some
autocratic parents) that it would demean your dignity or position
to admit taking an action you regret.
9. Invite your people to give you feedback on the kind of boss you
are: I agree with someone who once said that "you are the kind of
manager your people say you are," so check it out and let your
people see that you are open to learning and self-correction, and
set an example of nondefensiveness.
10. Let your people see that it's safe to make a mistake or say"I don't
know, but I will find out": to evoke fear of error or ignorance is to
invite deception, inhibition, and an end to creativity.
11. Let your people see that it's safe to disagree with you: convey
respect for differences of opinion and do not punish dissent.
12. Describe undesirable behavior without blaming: let someone
know if his or her behavior is unacceptable, point out its consequences,
communicate what kind of behavior you want instead,
and omit character assassination.
13. Let your people see that you talk honestly about your feelings: if
you are hurt or angry or offended, say so with honesty and dignity
(and give everyone a lesson in the strength of self-acceptance).
14. If someone does superior work or makes an excellent decision,
invite him or her to explore how and why it happened: do not limit

Organizations

yourself simply to praise; by asking appropriate questions, help
raise the person's consciousness about what made the achievement
possible and thereby increase the likelihood that others like it
will occur in the future.
15. If someone does unacceptable work or makes a bad decision,
practice the same prinCiple as above: do not limit yourself to
corrective feedback; invite an exploration of what made the error possible, thus raising the level
of consciousness and minimizing
the likelihood of a repetition.
16. Give clear and unequivocal performance standards: let people
understand your nonnegotiable expectations regarding the quality
of work.
17. Praise in public and correct in private: acknowledge achievements
in the hearing of as many people as possible while letting a person
absorb corrections in the safety of privacy.
18. Let your praise be realistic: like parents who make compliments
meaningless by praising extravagantly for trivia, you can make
your positive acknowledgments devoid of force if they are overblown
and not calibrated to the reality of what has been accomplished.
19. When the behavior of someone creates a problem, ask him or her
to propose a solution: whenever possible, avoid handing down
solutions but give the problem to the responsible party, thereby
encouraging self-responsibility, self-assertiveness, and intensified
awareness.
20. Convey in every way possible that you are not interested in blaming,
What Managers Can Do

you are interested in solutions, and exemplify this policy
personally: when we look for solutions, we grow in self-esteem;
when we blame (or alibi), we weaken self-esteem.
21. Give your people the resources, information, and authority to do
what you have asked them to do: remember that there can be no
responsibility without power, and nothing so undermines morale
as assigning the first without giving the second.
22. Remember that a great manager or leader is not one who comes up
with brilliant solutions but who sees to it that his people come up
with brilliant solutions: a manager, at his or her best, is a coach, not
a problem solver for admiring children.
23. Take personal responsibility for creating a culture of self-esteem:
no matter what "self-esteem training" they might be given, subordinates
are unlikely to sustain the kind of behavior I am recommending
if they do not see it exemplified by the higher-ups.
24. Work at changing ~spects of the organization'S culture that undermine
self-esteem: traditional procedures, originating in an older
model of management, may stifle not only self-esteem but also any
creativity or innovation (suc)1 as requiring'that all significant decisions
be passed up a chain of command, thus leaving those close
to the action disempowered and paralyzed).
25. Avoid overdirecting, overobserving, and overreporting: excessive
"managing" ("micromanaging") is the enemy of autonomy and
creativity.
26. Plan and budget appropriately for innovation: do not ask for people's
innovative best and then announce there is no money (or
other resources), because the danger is that creative enthusiasm ,
will dry up and be replaced by demoralization.
27. Find out what the central interests of your people arc and, whenever
possible, match tasks and objectives witl1 individual dispositions:
give people an opportunity to do what they enjoy most and
do best; build on people's strengths.
28. Ask your people what they would need in order to feel more in
control of their work and, if possible, give it to them: if you want to
promote autonomy, excitement, and a strong commitment to
goals, empower, empower, empower.
29. Reward. such natural expressions of self-esteem as selfassertiveness,
(intelligent) risk taking, flexible behavior patterns,
and a strong action orientation: too many companies pay lip service
to such values ~hile rewarding those who conform, don't ask
difficult questions, don't challenge the status quo, and remain
essentially passive while performing the motions of their job description.
30. Give aSSignments that stimulate personal and professional growth:
without an experience of growth, self-esteern-and enthusiasm
for the job-tends to be undermined.
31. Stretch your people: assign tasks and projects slightly beyond their
known capabilities.
32. Educate your people to see problems as challenges and opportunities;
this is one perspective clearly shared by high achievers
and by people of high self-esteem.
33. Support the talented non-team player: in spite of everything we
can say about the necessity for effective teamwork, there needs to
be a place for the brilliant hermit who is moving to different music,
and even team players benefit from seeing this respect for individuality.
34. Teach that errors and mistakes are opportunities for learning:
"What can you learn from what happened?" is a question that
promotes self-esteem; it also promotes not repeating mistakes; and
sometimes it points the way to a future solution.
35. Challenge the seniority tradition and promote from any level on the basis of merit: recognition
of ability is one of the great inspirers
of self-respect.
36. Reward generously for outstanding contributions, such as new
products, inventions, services, and money-saving projects: profit sharing
programs, deferred compensation plans, cash or stock
bonuses, and royalties can all be used to reinforce the signal that
your organization wants innovation and respects intelligent self-assertion
and self-expression.
37. Write letters of commendation and appreciation to high achievers
and ask the CEO to do likewise: when people see that their company
values their mind, they are motivated to keep pushing at the
limits of what they feel capable of achieving.
38. Set a standard of personal integrity: keep your promises, honor
your commitments, deal with everyone fairly (not just insiders, but
suppliers and customers as well), and acknowledge and support
this behavior in others; give your people the pride of working for a
moral company.

